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T

he second half of the 20th century witnessed a profound transformation in the organization and management of science (Nye, 1996), beginning in World War II with the
Manhattan Project (Lane, 1995; Rasmussen, 2002), and culminating in a crescendo of large
scientific enterprises perhaps most aptly epitomized by the Human Genome Project (Nass &
Stillman, 2003). The days of the individual scientist working in isolation are rapidly diminishing, increasingly replaced by the collaborative scientific team, the research institution, and
the big scientific enterprise. Perhaps nothing better represents this shift to big science than the
contemporary research center grant that was introduced in the 1960s and has been increasingly
used as a research funding mechanism across many disciplines and fields (Institute of
Medicine [IOM], 2004). Although such scientific research initiatives come in numerous
forms and varieties—cooperative centers, public-private collaborations, research coalitions,
transdisciplinary centers, clinical research networks, multisite projects, science and technology centers—they share some common characteristics. They are large (at least relative to traditional grants to individual scientists), involve collaborative teams or networks of scientists,
and are often undertaken to address complex cutting-edge problems in their fields that are not
as amenable to individual research grants.
A recent IOM report (2004) documents the rise in such initiatives at the National Institutes
of Health (NIH) and the existence of nearly 300 centers in a variety of programs at the
National Science Foundation (NSF), and similar trends are reported in the European Union
(EU) in connection with the evaluation of Science, Technology, and Innovation (STI) policies
(Molas-Gallart & Davies, 2006). These trends suggest that science is getting bigger, in
amount of funding per initiative and in numbers of scientists collaborating, and that big
science accounts for an increasingly large proportion of total research expenditures, posing
new challenges for the management of science and particularly for how to evaluate the
processes and effects of these considerable investments in research.
At the same time, the pressure for more evaluation and greater accountability across all
programs in the federal government is also increasing (Brainard, 2002a, 2002b; U.S. General
Accounting Office, 2000). For example, the Office of Management and Budget (OMB; 1993)
instituted the Program Assessment Rating Tool (PART) as part of the 1993 Government
Performance and Results Act (GPRA) and now requires every federally funded program to be
reviewed on a regular basis, including an assessment of the quality of their evaluation and of
the program’s functioning and effectiveness.
We know relatively little about how to evaluate the progress and effectiveness of large
research initiatives (Nass & Stillman, 2003). Traditional program evaluation approaches are
seldom directly applicable for assessing big science, and the development of new methods has
been slow in coming. Historically, science has been evaluated by assessing the scientific quality of the work, largely through peer review of research proposals and publications (Godlee
& Jefferson, 1999, Kostoff, 1994b, 1995). With the emergence of big science, however, there
is a need to assess a broader range of outcomes, including the social impact of research (Smith,
2001). A recent IOM report (Nass & Stillman, 2003) emphasizes that “a set of metrics for
assessing the technical and scientific output (such as data and research tools) of large-scale
projects” should be developed, “an evaluation of whether the field has benefited from such a
project,” should be conducted, and “the assessment should pay particular attention to a project’s management and organizational structure, including how scientific and program managers and staff were selected, trained, and retained and how well they performed” (p. 196).
Leading scientific groups have begun to address the challenges of evaluating large research
initiatives (National Academy of Sciences et al., 1996; National Research Council, 1999).
Nevertheless, we are still at a very early stage in the development of evaluation methodology
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and experience. The IOM report (2004) concludes that the NIH “does not have formal regular
procedures or criteria for evaluating center programs” (p. 121) despite the considerable financial
commitments involved.
The NIH is moving to address the need for evaluation of research center initiatives. In a
recent funding request to Congress (National Institutes of Health, 2006) they emphasized
accountability for research outcomes and included a specific requirement to report biennially
on the performance and research outcomes of each center of excellence. The National Cancer
Institute (NCI), one of the largest institutes, created the Evaluation of Large Initiatives (ELI)
project to explore how we might improve the capacity for, and quality of, evaluations of large
scientific research initiatives. ELI involved looking at what we currently know about evaluating large research initiatives, examining potential evaluation approaches and methodologies,
and assessing the challenges and issues that need to be addressed.
This article reports on part of the work of the ELI project, an extensive multi-year pilot study
to explore and gain experience with methods for evaluating the Transdisciplinary Tobacco Use
Research Centers (TTURC) initiative of the NCI.1 We present a description of the methods that
were implemented and a high-level summary of the findings. In addition, we describe what we
learned from this effort and the implications for future large initiative evaluations.

Pilot Evaluation of the TTURC Initiative
The TTURC Initiative
The TTURC initiative is a 5-year $70 million project funded by the NCI, the National
Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA), and the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation (RWJF) (Stokols
et al., 2003). This pilot evaluation encompassed information from the first 3 years of its funding. The initiative provides support to multiple research centers to study new ways of combating tobacco use and nicotine addiction, and to help translate the results and implications
of this work for policy makers, practitioners, and the public. Each center’s research portfolio
covers basic and applied research as well as research on policy-relevant issues in studies being
conducted at the center. One of the primary goals of the initiative is to encourage and support
transdisciplinary (Rosenfield, 1992) research (i.e., research that crosses and integrates theories and methods from different disciplines). Research supported and generated by the initiative is intended to set a new direction in how tobacco-related research should be conducted.
Researcher training is a major component of the initiative and includes new and established
investigators with the hope of broadening their scope of expertise within tobacco and across
disciplines. Specific funds are provided to the centers to help facilitate the translation of basic
and applied research into policy and practice. Given these unique characteristics and the
information needs of multiple stakeholder groups, the pilot evaluation system was designed
to gain experience with potential evaluation methods and tools and provide an assessment of
TTURC processes and implementation and a preliminary exploration of short-term and intermediate-term outcomes.
The approach taken in this pilot evaluation is aptly described as mixed-methods (Greene
& Caracelli, 1997; Greene, Caracelli, & Graham, 1989) because multiple qualitative and
quantitative measures and analyses were incorporated into the design. Many of the individual measures were themselves combinations of qualitative judgmental data and quantitative
indicators. For example, we used peer review approaches on several key measures, incorporating the judgments of multiple peer evaluators using their written assessments and their
ratings of outcomes on quantitative scales. The approach is participatory in that it sought
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input from a variety of stakeholders including all of the researchers, center staff, and a
number of independent peer reviewers on everything from the conceptual framework to
outcome assessments.
Development of Conceptual Framework
There was little program theory available to guide an evaluation of this type. Consequently,
the first major evaluation activity was the development of a conceptual framework for data
collection and analysis. This framework was developed collaboratively, with active participation by TTURC investigators, funders, and other stakeholders. Concept mapping (Kane &
Trochim, 2006; Trochim & Linton, 1986) was used to construct a comprehensive map of the
outcome domains that needed to be addressed in the evaluation. The map that resulted was
then developed into an outcome logic model (W. K. Kellogg Foundation, 2001) that depicts
the hypothesized sequential causal relationships among outcome constructs. The map and
outcome logic model were used to guide development of the measurement approaches and the
analyses.
To accomplish the concept mapping, TTURC investigators and staff, scientific consultants,
and representatives from funding agencies (total N = 113) brainstormed 262 potential outcomes that were edited and condensed into 97 final outcome statements. Participants sorted
the statements for similarity (Coxon, 1999; Rosenberg & Kim, 1975; Weller & Romney,
1988) and rated them for relative importance. The sort data were analyzed with multidimensional scaling (Davison, 1983; Kruskal & Wish, 1978) and agglomerative hierarchical cluster
analysis (Anderberg, 1973; Everitt, 1980), and average ratings were computed for each statement and cluster of statements. These analyses yielded 13 clusters of the 97 outcome statements and five general regions (Collaboration, Scientific Integration, Professional Validation,
Communication, and Health Impacts), essentially clusters of clusters that illuminate a higher
level of generality. An outcome logic model was developed by arranging the clusters of the
concept map in the expected temporal order.
Each shape in the logic model corresponds to a component obtained from the concept
mapping analysis (concept map not shown) and represents an outcome domain that encompasses subsets of the 97 multiple relevant specific outcome “markers” brainstormed by the
participants.2 The logic model describes a presumed program theory for the research initiative and conveys the sequence of expected outcomes from immediate to long-term markers.
The model generally flows from the most immediate short-term markers on the left
through intermediate markers in the middle to long-term, distal outcome markers on the
right. The outcome categories that emerged are consistent with many of those identified in
the literature (IOM, 2004; McCullough, 1992) with specific content tailored to the TTURC
initiative. Beginning on the left are the short-term immediate basic activities of the centers—
Training, Collaboration, and Transdisciplinary Integration—that represent core activities of
the TTURC initiative and the earliest, most immediate outcome markers that might be
expected.3 These basic activities are presumed to lead to the development of new and
improved Methods and Science and Models. The consequent improved interventions are
tested and lead to Publications. The dashed lines suggest that there also will be publications
that result from and describe the intermediate products of improved Methods and Science and
Models. Publications lead to Recognition and Transdisciplinary Research Institutionalization,
which feed back on the overall infrastructure and capacity of the centers resulting in increased
support for Training, Collaboration, and Transdisciplinary Integration. Publications also provide the content base for Communication of scientific results to the broader community.
Recognition, through the public relations it engenders, provides a secondary impetus for
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Communication. Policy Implications result primarily from Communications and Publications
whereas Translation to Practice is primarily influenced by Improved Interventions. However,
there is a dynamic relationship between Translation to Practice and Policy Implications suggested by the bidirectional arrow between them. Health Outcomes are influenced by the treatments and health practices that have been developed and by the policy changes enacted. In
turn, positive or negative health outcomes feed back into new policies and practice. Taken
together, the logic model (and the concept map on which it was built) provided an empirically
and collaboratively derived conceptual framework for development of the TTURC evaluation
measurement system and guided the analysis and aggregation of evaluation results. In addition, because the key constructs are stated without specific reference to tobacco control
research, the logic model may be relevant to a broader array of transdisciplinary research initiatives than the TTURCs alone.
Evaluation Approach and Questions
The outcome logic model provided a framework for development of the key questions that
guided the evaluation. Each question in turn has subquestions of greater specificity. For
example, one question that addressed short-term markers was, “How do researchers assess
performance of their centers on collaboration, transdisciplinary research, training, institutional support and center management?” An example of a question for the intermediate markers was, “Does TTURC research result in scientific publications that are recognized as high
quality?” And an example of a question for a long-term marker is, “Are models and methods
translated into improved interventions?”
Data Sources
The data sources and measures in this pilot evaluation are based on the conceptual framework and are consistent with recommendations made in the literature (IOM, 2004; MolasGallart & Davies, 2006), although they constitute only a subset of the potential measures that
might be used in an evaluation of large research initiatives. For instance, the current study did
not explicitly examine the effectiveness of the center grant mechanism in contrast to other
possible ones and did not look at the effects of participation in the center on career paths of
researchers. Nevertheless, the measures we did incorporate were focal to this initiative and
will be recognizable to those familiar with recommendations of the literature.
This evaluation relied wherever possible on preexisting data sources rather than creating
new measures. In particular we drew heavily from standard reports that all federally funded
grantees are required to submit on an annual basis to the NIH within 90 calendar days of the
last day of the final budget period of the project: the NIH PHS 2590 Progress Report form
and the NIH SF269a Financial Report. Data from these sources were further processed using
a variety of approaches to generate the data for the evaluation (see Analyses section).
The only new significant data source specific to this evaluation framework is the
Researcher Form, an annual survey of TTURC investigators and research staff. A brief
overview of the data sources follows.
Progress Report (PHS 2590). The annual Public Health Service PHS 2590 Grant Progress
Report is required of all non-competing research grants funded through the Public Health
Service, including all such research funded by the NIH and is intended to describe the
progress made to date and plans for the following year.4 For this evaluation, the Progress
Report Summary and the Budget Justification provided data that were incorporated in the
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evaluation framework. The Progress Report Summary requires a brief presentation of accomplishments for the reporting period (usually 1 year) structured into six sections: (a) Specific
Aims, (b) Studies and Results, (c) Significance, (d) Plans, (e) Publications, and (f) ProjectGenerated Resources. The Budget Justification includes two sections: (a) a detailed budget
justification for those line items and amounts that represent a significant change from that previously recommended and (b) an explanation of any estimated unobligated balance (including prior year carryover) that is greater than 25% of the current year’s total budget.
Financial Report (SF269a). The SF269A Financial Report indicates the exact balance of
unobligated funds.5 The key data provided through this form are the total dollar amount
authorized for spending (Federal Funds Authorized) and the amount actually spent during the
year. The unobligated balance, or carryover, is the total amount authorized minus the amount
spent. The SF296A only reports total dollars. Amounts spent and carried over by budget category are not provided.
Researcher Form. The Researcher Form is a self-administered questionnaire designed
explicitly for this pilot by the ELI team to elicit the opinions and evaluative assessments of
the TTURC researchers regarding the entire range of outcomes in the logic model, including
collaboration, transdisciplinary integration, science, models and methods, internal and external support and recognition, communications, and the effects of TTURC research on policy,
practice and health outcomes. It consists of 25 closed-ended questions (each with multiple
subitems) and three open-ended questions. TTURC funders, consultants, and researchers generated several hundred potential items for this form. These were classified into the outcome
categories in the TTURC logic model (Figure 1) and grouped into multi-item questions in the
Researcher Form. The instrument went through multiple cycles of structured review and revision with a variety of groups including the TTURC evaluation methodology team, the funders, the TTURC consulting committee, and the TTURC principal investigators to assess the
scale’s content and face validity. Indices or scales representing each of the dimensions of the
logic model were created. Psychometric methods were used to assess the measurement properties of four scales that were developed. Three of the scales related to collaboration: (a) satisfaction with collaboration, (b) impact of collaboration, (c) trust and respect in a collaborative
setting, and a fourth scale assessed attitudes about transdisciplinary research. The Researcher
Form was designed to be completed on an annual basis by all members of the research team
including researchers and research support staff.
Analyses
Researcher Form. A response rate of 92% (216 of 234) was achieved on the Researcher
Form while still ensuring confidentiality of responses. How we achieved a response rate of
more than 90% in an anonymous survey of extremely busy scientists is worth noting. We
asked each center to provide the exact distribution list of all qualified respondents in their center and supplied them with precisely that number of surveys (identified by center, not individual), to be completed by respondents and mailed by them directly to the evaluation office.
Each week we announced the cumulative response rates for each center to all center directors
so they could see how they and others were doing. Although no one knew who specifically
responded because of the anonymity at the level of the individual, it was apparent that a fair
amount of friendly competition among the centers led them to encourage their staffs to return
the surveys.
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Figure 1
Outcome Logic Model for the Transdisciplinary Tobacco
Use Research Center (TTURC) Evaluation
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Three collaboration scales and one measuring transdisciplinarity were created. All four
scales had adequate psychometric properties. The Cronbach’s alpha for these scales varied
from .75 to .91 and the a priori factor structure of these scales was validated using confirmatory factor analysis. In addition, 26 separate index variables were constructed from different combinations of question items, with each scale and index score linked to an
outcome area on the logic model. Finally, basic descriptive statistics and key group differences (e.g., respondent role and center) were computed and tested using the scales and
indexes as outcomes.
Content analysis of progress report summaries. A content analysis (Krippendorf, 2004;
Weber, 1990) was done on each of the Progress Report Summaries (focusing on the Studies
and Results and Significance sections) for each year to determine which of the 14 markers
were reported (N = 269 reports). In this coding scheme, it did not matter how much a report
emphasized any specific marker, only whether it did. Although not as specific as a coding of
the degree to which a report addresses each marker, this dichotomous coding is highly reliable, can be accomplished quickly and at relatively low cost, and is capable of demonstrating
the general pattern of outcomes across the subprojects. Three methodological substudies were
conducted to assess intercoder reliability. In each study, four coders (NCI staff) were provided
with the coding instructions and a recording sheet for a sample of six subproject reports. The
final intercoder reliability estimate for the content analysis was .94 (kappa = .938, t-value =
8.601, p < .001).
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Peer evaluation. Eight peer reviewers (Kostoff, 1994a) external to the initiative were used
to evaluate the 272 Progress Report Summaries for the subprojects across the seven funded
centers. These reviewers were recruited from the same pool of people that composed the original TTURC proposal review team and made up the current TTURC consulting committee.
The Peer Evaluation Form assessed several areas: (a) The overall progress of the subproject, (b) progress in each of the outcome areas on the logic model, and (c) the impact of the
research to date on four important audiences or constituencies (scientists and the research
community, practitioners and clinical practice, policy makers and policies, and clients and
consumers of health services). Finally, the form allowed peer evaluators to provide any
additional comments or to expound on any of their ratings. The form was designed to be
brief so as to not impose undue burden on the peer evaluators. Each of the subproject
reports (N = 272) was coded by two randomly assigned peer evaluators. More than 80% of
the time both evaluators either agreed or differed by no more than one scale unit (e.g., one
judge rated a 2 while the other rated a 3) on the 1-to-5 scale used. Finally, two nonparametric estimates of agreement were computed, Kendall’s tau b, and Spearman’s rho. For all
variables, both measures were positive and statistically significant (for 16 of 18 variables,
p < .01, and for the remaining, p < .02).
Bibliometrics. Bibliometric analysis involves the quantitative assessment of scientific publications, the works they cite, and the citations of them (Osareh, 1996a, 1996b). Citations are
made in published scientific work to acknowledge the prior relevant work of other scientists;
and, consequently, the numbers and sources of citations can provide important data about the
recognition of published work by other scientists (Garfield, 1995). Bibliometric analysis is a
critically important source of objective information about the quality and productivity of scientific work (Kostoff, 1995). It can be used to estimate the influence and impact of a single
publication, or the quality and recognition of the entire published opus of a researcher, a
research journal, or even a field of research. Although there are legitimate and varied criticisms of the use of bibliometric data in evaluating scientific research (Funkhouser, 1996;
Seglen, 1997; Skoie, 1999), the rigor and quality of bibliometrics has improved considerably
over the time (Hood & Wilson, 2001; Schoepflin & Glanzel, 2001), and this type of analysis
is recommended by key scientific advisory groups (IOM, 2004) and administration officials
(Brainard, 2002b) as an important potential component of large initiative evaluation.
In this bibliometric analysis a number of index variables were constructed from publication and citation data. Several of these indexes are based on data that enables the centers’
results to be compared to external productivity standards (e.g., citation rates of all other articles in the same journal as each publication and citation rates of all articles in the same field
or discipline). The indexes used in the analysis include number of citations (total, self,
adjusted), number of expected citations, journal impact factor (Garfield 1994a, 1994b), journal and field performance indicators, 5-year journal and field impact factors, statistics on cited
and citing journals, and a journal disciplinarity index designed to reflect the multidisciplinarity of cited or citing journals.
Financial analysis. The financial analysis integrated data from two separate sources: (a)
The annual budget that is completed as part of the annual Grant Progress Report (PHS 2590)
and (b) the annual project expenditures as reflected in the Financial Status Report (FSR
269A). The FSR data described actual spending and was collected for each of the funded centers on an annual basis, within 3 months of the completion of each project year. Analysis of
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this report enabled assessment of spending patterns, whether each center was utilizing all of
its allocated funds, and whether there was significant carry-over to the next year. The budget
justification data provided a summary of the reasons (as delineated by each principal investigator) for any budget carryover from 1 year to the next. These data were collected approximately 2 months before the completion of a project year and were part of the description of
the plans for the subsequent year.
Integrated Evaluation Plan and Analyses
The diverse measures and data sources were integrated into an overall evaluation framework that is depicted in Table 1. There are three primary sources of data: the PHS2590
Progress Report, the Researcher Form, and the SF259a Financial Report. In addition, the
Progress Report was further divided into three parts—the Progress Report summary, list of
publications, and the budget and justification—that were handled separately in the analyses.
Content analysis and peer evaluation were used to assess the Project Report summary narrative. Bibliometrics methods were applied to the list of publications supplied with the Project
Report. The financial analysis incorporated data from the Progress and Financial Reports.
Standard survey analysis was done on the Researcher Form.
The logic model is the key unifying device for organizing and grouping results from multiple methods for each outcome area and enabling synthesis of the findings. Results were classified according the model into the three broad temporal stages of short-term markers,
intermediate markers, and long-term markers. Within each stage, results were examined
across the multiple data sources. For example, a key intermediate marker is scientific productivity. Productivity results are available from the bibliometric analysis of publication
quantity, quality, and citations; from the assessments of productivity in the Researcher Form;
and based on the judgments of peer evaluators. Finally, a type of “pattern-matching” analysis
(Trochim, 1985) was used to assess overall progress in the TTURC initiative. The TTURC
logic model suggests a sequence of outcomes of the initiative, beginning with the short-term
markers and, over time, affecting long-term markers. Over successive years we would expect
to observe a pattern of change first in the short-term indicators and subsequently in outcomes
from left to right on the logic model. Where we had outcome assessments across all clusters
and across multiple years, we were able to overlay the estimates onto the logic model visually to examine whether this expected left-to-right pattern appears to be supported.

Summary of Results
Brief summaries of the results are presented in separate sections grouped into short-term
markers, intermediate markers, and long-term markers.6 We provide this brief summary of
results to give the reader a sense of the types of results that were obtained. Within each section, the basic findings are summarized across all data sources and analyses.
Short-Term Markers
The short-term markers emphasize assessment of TTURC activities and immediate outcomes. In addition to the three areas on the logic model of training, collaboration, and transdisciplinary integration, the short-term markers also addressed management-related measures
such as financial analysis of expenditures and carryover.
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Training. The training of students, new researchers, and staff was one of the highest rated
outcome areas according to TTURC researchers. On average, they assessed training good to
excellent. Nearly one third of all subprojects reported progress in training outcomes over time.
Collaboration. The results showed that researchers are collaborating across disciplines and
value collaboration and transdisciplinarity. Collaboration received the second highest progress
rating of the 13 areas rated independently by peer evaluators. In the 3rd year, nearly 50% of
all subprojects were coded as reporting progress in collaboration. There are some significant
process barriers to collaboration identified, including the difficulties of resolving conflicts,
conducting productive meetings, and dealing with the increased time burden required. In
addition, there are significant differences in collaboration results by role. Professional
research support staff (e.g., [bio]statistician, research associate, research assistant, laboratory
analyst, data manager) report relatively more difficulty than researchers in dealing with issues
of communication and collaboration. Communication within centers appears hampered by
insufficient time and by information overload. With respect to within-center collaboration,
evaluations were highest for acceptance of new ideas and the ability to capitalize on the
strengths of different researchers. However, the lowest evaluations were given for resolution
of conflicts among collaborators and productivity of meetings. In terms of attitudes about collaboration, respondents express strong respect for their collaborators but indicate that collaboration poses significant time burdens in their research. Taken together, these results suggest
that though respondents are positive about their collaboration experiences, there are significant barriers to how effectively collaboration is accomplished in practice.
Transdisciplinary integration. The ability to conduct transdisciplinary research was the
highest rated performance marker across the centers after publication quality. It was in the top
four variables (of 13) in terms of progress ratings by peer evaluators. Researcher attitudes
about transdisciplinary research were uniformly high and positive, not surprising given that
this was a primary purpose of the initiative.
Financial management. There was significant variability across centers in their ability to
spend allocated funds as originally proposed. Several problems were identified including significant difficulties starting up in a timely manner, delays in funding allocations from NIH,
significant budget carry-overs from year to year, and significant changes in project personnel.
Inability to spend as planned raises questions about whether the centers can achieve their proposed aims in the 5-year framework of the initiative and suggests that expected progress may
be slower than expected.
Intermediate Markers
Intermediate markers include the logic model categories Methods, Science and Models,
Recognition, Publications, Communications, and Improved Interventions. In terms of peer
evaluation, Methods had the highest rated progress whereas Science and Models was third
highest. Progress in Methods was reported by peer reviewers for nearly three fourths of all
subprojects by Year 3. In addition, nearly one half of the subprojects were rated as showing
progress by peer reviewers in Science and Models by Year 3. In the researcher survey results,
limited progress is reported overall by the researchers themselves in the development of
Science and Models and Methods, although this may be expected at this point in the evolution
of the TTURC initiative. On the methods side, “good” progress was reported by researchers
with respect to the development of measures. In terms of scientific theory development,
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“good” progress was reported in “understanding the relationships between biological,
psychosocial, and environmental factors in smoking.”
As expected, the number of all Publications and of research publications increased each
year. Bibliometric analyses indicated that TTURC publications are placed in well-cited journals,
and TTURC publication citation rates are statistically significantly higher than for typical
articles in the same journals. All statistically significant results reported here were significant
at p < .05 on one-tailed tests of significance.
In addition, TTURC citation rates are significantly higher than for all articles published in
all journals in the same fields/disciplines. The rate at which observed citations exceeds
expected rates increased significantly over the first 2 complete years of the initiative. We did
not anticipate that analysis of publications and, especially, of citations would show much in
the relatively short time frame of the first 3 years of an initiative. The fact that they did is
indicative of the productivity of the researchers and of the potential sensitivity of bibliometric approaches even for short-term evaluation.
Communications of research findings was rated on the researcher survey on average as
“good” by researchers. And moderately good progress is reported on the development of
interventions.
Long-Term Markers
Long-term markers include the effects of the TTURC initiative on policy and practice and,
ultimately, on health outcomes. By its 3rd year, the TTURC initiative was only expected to
have a moderate impact on scientists and the research community and limited impact on practitioners and clinical practice, policy makers and policies, and clients and consumers of health
services. If the initiative is successful, these impact estimates should increase as more work
is accomplished. However, even at this early stage in the initiative, TTURC researchers report
considerable impact on policies at the state and local levels and on practice with respect to
tobacco control. TTURC researchers report considerable optimism that their research will
help lead to significant positive health outcomes, especially for consumption and prevalence.
Of course, it is important to bear in mind that these are subjective ratings obtained from surveying researchers. As such, they reflect researcher attitudes but do not constitute evidence of
long-term impact, an issue that we consider further in the discussion.
Pattern-Matching Results
The TTURC logic model hypothesizes a sequence of outcomes of the initiative, beginning
with the short-term markers and, over time, reaching the long-term markers. This pattern
makes it possible to examine the degree to which the observed results correspond with the
hypothesis suggested in the logic model, a type of pattern-matching design (Trochim, 1985).
These results were graphed onto the logic model for the three major data sources (the
Researcher Form, Content Analysis, and Peer Evaluation). To illustrate, results for the Peer
Evaluation assessment of overall progress on each outcome are shown in Figure 2. In general,
as expected, short-term markers (i.e., process measures) show the greatest progress over time
with intermediate and longer term markers showing lower progress levels. Formal statistical
tests of such pattern-matching hypotheses have not yet been developed; however, the pattern
of observed TTURC markers for all three data sources corresponds well visually with the
TTURC logic model prediction. The trends over time suggest that the TTURC initiative in
general is making progress along the lines that would be expected given the logic model.
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Figure 2
PEER Evaluation Results: Average Progress by Year Overlaid Onto
Transdisciplinary Tobacco Use Research Center (TTURC) Logic Model
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Discussion
This pilot investigation was intended to explore and develop evaluation methods and models
and to create products and templates that could be adapted in later evaluation efforts in similar
scientific entities. However, as a pilot project it may perhaps be most valuable in identifying
important lessons. This discussion concentrates on several general conclusions that emerged
from this work and that may be useful in guiding future large research initiative evaluation
efforts.
Develop a Comprehensive Conceptual Model
Our experience in this research convinced us that it is essential to develop a comprehensive conceptual model that can guide such an evaluation. A large research initiative is a complex endeavor with a broad range of scientific activities, potential outputs, and outcomes. A
comprehensive evaluation typically needs to gather data of different types using a wide range
of measurement approaches to address adequately the information needs of the varying constituencies. A conceptual model is essential for identifying the variables that need to be measured and for integrating the various qualitative and quantitative data that typically result. We
used a combination of collaborative concept mapping and outcome logic modeling to provide
the conceptual and analytic framework that would guide the evaluation. Although these are
by no means the only way to approach the modeling task, some type of structured empirical
process for creating a conceptual model and using it to guide the evaluation is desirable in
work of this kind. The logic model that we developed was useful as an organizing rubric in
framing evaluation questions and for synthesizing and reporting results.
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Use Participatory and Collaborative Evaluation Approaches
Most large research initiatives have a wide variety of relevant stakeholder groups that are
likely to hold differing and sometimes contradictory expectations about what the initiative
might achieve. For instance, scientists are often concerned with conducting high-quality
research and generating basic knowledge. Administrators may be interested in managing scientific resources effectively and efficiently. Legislators and the public often concentrate on
the appropriate use of tax dollars and on results that can be applied to improve the well-being
of individuals and society. Evaluation of large research initiatives needs to draw on the deep
tradition of participatory and collaborative evaluation (Whitmore, 1998). Such approaches
help to ensure that the evaluation addresses the interests of multiple groups and that the
research scientists, staff of research centers, and the funders have sufficient buy-in to enable
sustainability of the evaluation. Timely and continuous feedback of evaluation findings to
stakeholders is essential to maintaining buy-in and commitment to using the information to
improve the functioning of the initiative.
Incorporate Integrative Mixed Methods
The pilot evaluation we conducted involved a number of different measurement and analysis methods that were connected to the logic model and needed to be integrated in reporting. For
instance, we gathered information about publication quality that included quantitative bibliometric data on citation rates and journal quality, and subjective ratings from center researchers
and multiple peer evaluators. These results needed to be summarized and synthesized with the
other data collected for other outcomes on the logic model. This could not have been accomplished without use of an integrative mixed-methods approach (Greene & Caracelli, 1997), and
it is hard to imagine how any comparable evaluation of large research initiatives could be
accomplished without integrating appropriate qualitative and quantitative information.
Integrate Evaluation With Existing Reporting Systems
Research center grants at the federal level typically have regular annual reporting mechanisms. These reports were not developed with evaluating center outcomes in mind, are generally perceived by grantees as a burdensome administrative requirement, are often completed
in a perfunctory manner, and are typically reviewed only by a handful of program directors
responsible for managing the initiative. One of the major dilemmas we faced in developing
this evaluation was whether to create new reporting and measurement systems or improve significantly on the existing ones. We chose the latter because we could not justify creating new
annual evaluation data collection burdens if existing annual progress data were not being used
in the most effective way possible. The only new measure that we created was the Researcher
Form that collected structured attitudinal and behavioral information from the researchers and
research center staff. All other data were drawn from existing annual reporting mechanisms.
The outcomes on the logic model were used to create more specific instructions to the
researchers regarding the structure they needed to use and criteria they needed to address in
their reporting. The credibility of using these criteria was enhanced by the fact that the
researchers collaborated in generating them. The use of systematic content analysis and peer
review of information from the annual reports, and detailed bibliometric analysis and verification of reported publications, sent a clear message to grantees that these reports would be
more closely scrutinized and significantly improved the quality of the reported data. In addition, this approach had the value of integrating the evaluation into the existing research management and reporting system so that the funding agency did not need to construct new or
additional reporting requirements or data collection, processing, and storage technologies.
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Adapt the Evaluation to the Initiative’s Stage of Development
A research initiative goes through a number of distinct phases of evolution in the course
of its existence. It can take several years for a research center to become fully operational, to
get the research and support staff into place, acquire and set up the necessary physical infrastructure, and begin multiple research projects. From an evaluation perspective one expects to
see outcomes emerge over time.
An evaluation needs to be flexible enough to emphasize different types of information at
different stages of initiative development. Not all of the potential evaluation questions identified can be addressed in the early stages of a center grant initiative. Early in the development
of a center one might expect that more qualitative rapid-feedback processes and implementation evaluation would dominate. As the initiative and the measurement of outcomes associated with it become more stable, it becomes increasingly possible to look at change in
outcomes over time, qualitatively and quantitatively. With more stable baselines, more formal
comparisons and controls become feasible (such as our comparisons with normative publication standards in relevant substantive fields or comparisons of scientific quality with other
research initiatives). Evaluation needs to be built into the entire life of the initiative, from
design through initiative completion, and needs to be able to change and adapt in its focus as
the initiative evolves. Doing so helps evaluation to be seen by all stakeholders not as a disciplinary after-thought but rather as an integral and essential part of the conduct of science.
Develop Standardized Cross-Initiative Evaluation Systems
Standardized systems that have common elements and approaches across multiple
research initiatives need to be developed to increase efficiencies, lower overall costs of evaluation, and enable cross-initiative comparison on appropriate outcomes. There are signs that
the federal government is moving in this direction, albeit slowly and with somewhat mixed
results. One of the most ambitious efforts is that of the OMB (2007c) that developed the
PART review for assessing all federal programs on a variety of dimension including program
purpose and design; program management and strategic planning, performance measurement,
and evaluation of program outcomes. Although outcome evaluation is not conducted within
the PART review, the process does attempt to assess the quality and results of such evaluation
for all federal programs, including large research initiatives. The results of the PART assessments are published on the ExpectMore.gov Web site (OMB, 2007a). For example, the
ExpectMore.gov site reports on the assessment of the NSF’s Federally Funded Research and
Development Center initiative (OMB, 2007b). Although the OMB PART effort has not been
without legitimate critics, it represents a major effort to encourage more standardized crossinitiative evaluation and is relevant to the evaluation of large scientific research endeavors
(U.S. General Accounting Office, 2005).
The need to develop generalized evaluation systems is increasingly also recognized at the
federal agency level. For instance, an IOM report (2004) concluded that,
A program evaluation plan should be developed as part of the design and implementation of new
center programs, and data on indicators used in the evaluation plan should be collected regularly
and systematically. Data should be collected from the centers according to a common format. Most
of the indicators should also be useful for program monitoring and progress reporting. (p. 122)

We can see such suggestions beginning to be incorporated into Requests for Applications
for research grants. For instance, the recent Institutional Clinical and Translational Science
Award from the NIH is intended to fund 60 research centers over a 5-year period. The instructions
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to research applicants call for center and cross-center evaluation, including the development
of “a strong evaluation and tracking plan for all research education, training and career development activities” (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services [USDHHS], 2007, n. p.).
The plan should “include the review of the effectiveness of all aspects of the program” and
explicitly requires a logic model that can guide the evaluation (n.p.).
One way to systematize evaluation so that it is more routinely expected and funded would
be to simply require it for all research-based initiatives, or at least those that exceed a certain
size. This appears to be the approach taken since the inception of ELI by the NCI’s Executive
Committee that implemented a policy that all scientific concepts involving financial commitments require that evaluation plans be approved. Such approaches encourage improved integration between science and management, including the financial management of large
initiatives.
The central challenge remains determining what is needed to ensure that appropriate standardization occurs across large research initiatives, in terms of common outcomes and measures
where possible, but certainly with respect to common evaluation policies that detail which initiatives should be evaluated, when evaluation should be done, how it should be financed, key
components that are required (e.g., logic models), timing and integration in the large initiative
life cycle, and reporting to the public. In the future, moving multiple initiatives into a similar
common evaluation framework opens up new possibilities for cross-initiative comparison
groups and measures. For example, it would be possible to compare across initiatives at the
same point in time or to look at the evolution of initiatives that began at different time points.
Of course, there are challenges to standardized evaluation systems and policies. A “one-sizefits-all” approach may fit all without doing a good job of evaluating any. And evaluation systems perceived by researchers as irrelevant, obtrusive, or inappropriate run the risk of alienating
the researchers and ultimately jeopardizing the quality of the results. Nevertheless, judicious
evolution of a common approach to evaluation for large initiatives appears to offer promise for
making more coherent sense of the large federal investment in research.
Utilize Peer Review Approaches
Peer review is central to the idea of rigor and quality in scientific research (Kostoff, 1994a,
1995). In the culture of NIH, qualitative peer-review processes are often utilized for assessing the progress, impact, or the effectiveness of a scientific initiative, and to judge plans and
outputs based on scientific relevance and merit. Our process formalized and structured peer
review in the evaluation, yielding qualitative and quantitative assessments that could be
assessed for reliability across multiple reviewers, and linked the criteria by which peers
judged performance and outcomes directly to the logic model that the researchers developed.
Systematic research initiative evaluation using peer review is a relatively new endeavor.
Peer review of research proposals and subsequent publications tends to dominate the landscape (Brainard, 2002b; Kostoff, 1994b). Attempts to create a structure outside this system,
and especially methods for looking at the implementation of scientific research, are likely to
continue to be challenging. One of the major challenges is in identifying a sufficient pool of
prospective peer reviewers who are knowledgeable enough to make informed assessments of
advanced scientific research and do not have conflicts of interest with funded centers being
evaluated. Many of the most appropriate potential peer-review candidates in any given field
are either funded by the initiative, have previously applied and been denied funding, or are
prospective grant applicants. Despite these challenges, in our work incorporation of structured peer review of progress reports as a major component of the multimethod approach to
evaluation helped ensure buy-in of the grantees, at least in part because of the strong normative
bias that emphasizes peer review in science.
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Address Issues of Causation and Control
One of the central methodological challenges in evaluation of large research initiatives is
assessing the degree to which the initiative can be said to have a causal effect on outcomes.
The primary challenge in assessing causation in this context is that it is difficult to separate
the contributions of the initiative from all of the other potential factors that might affect outcomes (Cook & Campbell, 1979), especially for the longer term outcomes. In addition, it is
unclear how much time is needed to significantly change the long-term markers. The research
designs usually recommended for causal hypothesis testing, such as randomized experiments
and quasi-experimental designs like the regression-discontinuity (Trochim, 1984) design, are
typically not feasible in this context. The approach to causal inquiry taken here in addressing
the overall effectiveness of the initiative was to use a pattern-matching variation of the
Nonequivalent Dependent Variables Design (Cook & Campbell, 1979; Trochim, 1985) that
compares patterns of outcomes across multiple constructs with the hypothesized or expected
pattern of outcomes, in this case as reflected in the sequence of outcomes in the logic model.
Nevertheless, we would do well to keep in mind the challenges involved in causal assessments
of such complex initiatives (Molas-Gallart & Davies, 2006):
The main problem here is that we are trying to measure the exact extent to which specific outcomes can be attributed to policy measures, which are likely to play a small role among the many
other factors that will emerge in a systemic model. Such detailed attribution requires comprehensive modeling and measurements that are not currently available. (p. 78)

Another type of control that would be possible and potentially useful would involve estimation of changes in individual researcher performance. For instance, one might assess the
quality and quantity of publications quasi-experimentally through pre- and postinitiative or
time-series measurement and analysis.
Improve Funding and Organizational Capacity for Evaluation
There is not yet sufficient financial support and organizational capacity (Compton,
Baizerman, & Stockdill, 2002) to integrate evaluation into the planning of large research initiatives, although this has been changing in the past few years. For example, the NIH Office
of Evaluation provides some “set-aside” funds for evaluation activities. That office, as well as
the NCI Office of Science Planning and Assessment and a newly formed Evaluation
Committee within NCI’s Division of Cancer Control and Population Sciences, provide consultation and assistance in the development of evaluation projects. However, these mechanisms tend to be initiative specific and typically require considerable evaluation proposal
development before funding can be allocated, delaying the commencement of evaluation
activities well beyond the start of the initiative, and posing barriers to more effective and
timely initiative start-up.
Evaluation capacity building also needs to be addressed. The ELI team that led this pilot
consisted of three NCI employees providing approximately 25% of their time, a half-time
external evaluation expert, and a team manager. The process also involved time commitments
from the NCI program director and initiative staff (particularly the center principle investigators and External Consulting Committee). Although this comprehensive team commitment
was justifiable in a pilot project, implementation of this kind of effort on a more sustained
basis would require institutional and structural commitments of resources that are not currently in place.
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The funding for this evaluation came from multiple internal sources as the project evolved
and needs arose. We estimate that the total cost of this pilot evaluation was between
US$400,000 and $500,000; however, much of this can be attributed to start-up and one-time
costs involved in development of new measures, methods, analyses, and data structures that
could be reused or adapted in subsequent large initiative evaluations. Given the pilot nature
of this effort and the likely costs of sustaining such endeavors, it seems reasonable that an
allocation of at least 1% of initiative funding for such evaluation is a reasonable benchmark,
especially if cross-initiative efficiencies could be achieved. Although NIH has a 1% set-aside
fund for evaluation, it requires a separate and considerably demanding proposal and review,
and there is currently no direct routine allocation of funds to an initiative evaluation that goes
into place when it begins. Streamlining this process and ensuring automatic allocation of 1%
of initiative funds would greatly enhance the capacity for and timeliness of evaluation.
Address Management Issues in Large Initiative Evaluation
Large research initiatives require a constructive interplay of scientific and management
skills. It was apparent in our research that evaluation issues are inseparable from the management of the research initiative. As noted in a recent IOM report (Nass & Stillman, 2003) on
large-scale biomedical science, it is the gaps in the management of large scientific endeavors
that most often lead to problems in implementation and accomplishments from these efforts.
One of the most important management issues involves setting expectations from the
inception of the call for proposals that evaluation will be required of all grantees so that evaluation is viewed as an integral part of the initiative and not as an add-on imposed on grantees
after awards are made. Detailed expectations for cross-center and cross-initiative evaluation
should be built into the initial call for proposals. Grant applicants should be required to
describe their evaluation plans and how they will be integrated into larger cross-center evaluations, as done in the recent NIH Clinical and Translational Science Awards (U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services, 2007) described earlier. Grantees should be
expected to collaborate on evaluation from the inception of the award to develop a clearer
sense not only of what their own research is trying to accomplish but also of how it addresses
the outcomes that the initiative is collectively trying to achieve. When these things are done,
applicants will be better able to anticipate how they will need to integrate their scientific
work with the evaluation effort.
A critical management issue is determining the right balance between external and internal evaluation for large center-based science. How much responsibility for evaluation should
be undertaken by the centers themselves who often have experienced researchers and evaluators and are closest to the phenomenon but have conflicting interests about how evaluation
results might reflect negatively on their centers? How much of the evaluation should reside in
the funding agency responsible for oversight, but also having potential conflicting interests
and needs? In many instances, though centers or funding agencies may have talented
researchers who could be drawn on for evaluation, it will likely be necessary to provide specialized training in evaluation to prepare them adequately for the unique challenges such work
entails. To what extent should evaluation of such initiatives be conducted by external independent contractors who may have relatively less understanding of the purposes and functioning of the initiative but be in a better position to draw on a wider base of evaluation
experiences? The pilot conducted here used a team that resided within the federal agency
(NCI) with the support of the program director and center researchers. Although that may
have been sufficient for a pilot study that required considerable coordination with the existing
federal reporting system, it is probably not desirable as a routine mechanism for evaluation
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because of the vested interest that the funder and grantees have in how major investments in
research dollars appear to perform.
An alternative arrangement to situating evaluation within the funder, in the centers themselves, or some combination of both would be the use of a third-party evaluator external to
the funder and grantees who is given primary responsibility to manage and implement the
evaluation. Third-party evaluators could reduce the burden for center scientists and the potential for conflicts of interests and can potentially bring a broader range of evaluation experience to the task and a broader systems-level perspective to the evaluation. It may be sensible
for third-party evaluators to measure aspects of the larger environmental context in which the
initiative operates. Such a systems-based approach to evaluation (National Cancer Institute,
2007; Williams & Imam, 2006) would be likely to identify incentives and barriers to success
outside the control of the investigators and funding agencies. For example, university tenure
policies can be examined to see if they appropriately take into account the potential impact of
additional time demands of participating in collaborative, transdisciplinary research on investigator productivity. Similarly, the number of peer-reviewed journals that invite submissions
of interdisciplinary manuscripts clearly has the potential to affect productivity and, therefore,
should be factored into any evaluation of such initiatives.
Moreover, though issues will still remain regarding the ability of an external evaluator to
understand the nuances of a complex research center initiative, these can probably be mitigated, at least to a great degree, through structured input from the scientists and funders
throughout the evaluation. Perhaps the greatest challenge to using independent evaluators will
be to the management of the initiative, within funded centers and in the funding agency. Both
of these entities will be concerned with how the evaluation will make them look and the
degree to which it could imperil future funding. Continuing pressure and increased independent funding from higher levels of the federal government will be critically important to
ensuring the success of large research initiative evaluation.
The research described here was a preliminary attempt to address a complex problem of
increasing importance in contemporary scientific research. It contributes to the growing literature on how such evaluations might be accomplished. The nature of how science is managed
is changing, and there is every reason to expect that the trend toward larger and more collaborative research endeavors will continue for the foreseeable future. As greater investments are
made in large research initiatives, the public and the Congress will increase their calls for evidence that the funding is being well managed, is contributing to research goals, and is affecting the problems of our society. A more concerted effort is needed to develop appropriate
evaluation models and methods before we will be ready to answer such calls effectively.

Notes
1. This 3-year project resulted in the compilation of a set of measurement instruments, database structures, templates, and other outputs, and in the production of a number of detailed project reports. Please contact the first author
for information on these resources and their availability.
2. The term marker is used throughout this article and should be considered a synonym for the term outcome. It
proved to be a more accessible term to the biomedical research community in conveying, in particular, the idea of a
short-term and intermediate-term outcome.
3. Throughout this article, the labels for clusters of outcomes identified through concept mapping and used in the
logic model will be distinguished in the text with capitalization.
4. For more detailed information and the complete form and instructions, see http://grants1.nih.gov/grants/
funding/2590/2590.htm. Although the form itself has seven pages, a completed form is likely to be considerably
longer than that. For instance, for the Transdisciplinary Tobacco Use Research Center (TTURC) initiative, grantees
are expected to generate a Progress Report Summary (PHS 2590, p. 5) that is two to four pages long for each subproject.
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Because each of the seven centers has as many as 10 to 12 such reports, this section of the annual report alone can
be considerable.
5. The form and instructions for the SF 269a can be found at http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/grants/
grants_forms.html.
6. The results presented here are necessarily brief summaries of the full pilot evaluation results that may be
obtained from the first author on request.
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